Storyboard for animation of Harvey – EncryptionBox
Voice over Mike West BBC TV, script LM / NHW / GH.

START: 4 second intro – animated encryption objects flying in from
the middle to out of the screen presented by the EncryptionBox
official logo.

SCRIPT START – with Mike West – BBC TV voice over
When Harvey’s highly sensitive documents were stolen after
emailing through a leading data storage service provider, revealing
details of all his sales and clients, a business competitor was found
to have obtained a crucial advantage in the marketplace over
Harvey’s company.

Harvey decided that he must find a far more secure way of sharing
files and emails urgently.

Harvey searched online and found EncryptionBox – a very secure file
storage and sharing application which encrypts user files and stores
them in a hidden manner away from others. It incorporates a secure
messaging system that encrypts all messages between registered
users making it much more secure than email. Harvey was
impressed as it was so easy to use and far surpassed his
expectations.

He now feels safe and secure, as the EncryptionBox way of storing
and sharing files uses the same methods that banks employ to
secure themselves. Their security measures far outreach those used
by other file sharing and messaging services.

Unique one way encryption algorithms use a dual login
methodology, incorporating an EV‐SSL digital certificate to verify
user credentials for extra layers of security whilst users are on the
website or logging in to the application.

With its configurable individual storage areas, entire departments
can choose to share between themselves or switch on sharing with
other sections when collaborating on projects. Having this service
built‐in to EncryptionBox makes the product so easily tuned to his
needs.

Harvey is also very much impressed with the secure messaging
service that EncryptionBox provides, he can now share confidential
messages to individual colleagues, unconcerned that he may miss
vital shared files or messages, as EncryptionBox sends a text
message via both mobile and email, alerting the recipient of the
arrival of new files and messages instantly.
Delighted with the extreme security levels and user friendly
experience of the EncryptionBox system, he now uses it throughout
his company.

Sign up for EncryptionBox today to secure all your file sharing and
messaging at www.encryptionbox.com

